LCCA TRAIN TALK #36"The Best Toy Train Club on the Planet"

Q1 Trains and ghosties and goblins, oh
my....:
Answered: 3

Skipped: 0

This is the
story of my...

What story? My
collection i...
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This is the story of my "other-worldly" experiences with toy (or big) trains.

66.67%

2

What story? My collection is absolutely immune to Halloween influences, thank you.

33.33%

1

Total Respondents: 3

#

My Halloween tale in 1,000 characters or fewer:

Date

1

I love Halloween and was thrilled when Lionel started making related freight / passenger / and accessories. I have
more interest in purchasing Halloween products than Christmas products. Keep em coming.

10/31/2016 2:27 PM

2

Not many LCCA members have participated in this discussion topic by mid-October, so your Train Talk moderator did

10/12/2016 2:47 PM

a You Tube search and came up with several pretty neat videos of Halloween layouts, although it's not possible to tell
which may be by LCCA members. Nonetheless, they're fun. One is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0j6y5DDjOs
. Another is at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_1F7PZzOVA . There's a third at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pohMSuAtpGg . This one has some really cool stuff on it, too: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZd9ZqMrY4s .
There are a lot more Halloween train videos out there, but these URLs will get you started enjoying the ghoulish side
of toy trains! Just copy any one of the URLs and paste into a new browser window.
3

Well, it may not be immune but I don't have anything to relate.

10/1/2016 3:47 PM
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Q2 Please let us know the nature of your
train club affiliation. (This question allows
multiple answers so that you can select the
last one regardless of your other
selections.)
Answered: 3

Skipped: 0

I'm a current
ADULT member...

I'm a current
JUNIOR membe...

I'm NOT a
member of LC...

I'm NOT a
member of an...

I'm a lone
wolf hobbyis...

As soon as I
click "Done"...
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I'm a current ADULT member of the Lionel Collectors Club of America (LCCA).

100.00%

3

I'm a current JUNIOR member of the Lionel Collectors Club of America (LCCA).

0.00%

0

I'm NOT a member of LCCA but I AM a member of one or more of the other national train clubs (such as TCA, TTOS, LOTS, etc.)

0.00%

0

I'm NOT a member of any national train club but I AM a member of an organized local club.

0.00%

0

I'm a lone wolf hobbyist and am not a member of any organized train club at all.

0.00%

0

As soon as I click "Done" at the end of this TRAIN TALK session, I'm joining LCCA or renewing my membership today!

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 3

#

Do you have some connection to or interest in the toy train hobby that is not included above? Perhaps you
have a history with full-size railroads? Let us know!

Date

1

LCCA IS THE BEST TOY TRAIN CLUB AND LIONEL MAKES THE BEST TRAINS

10/31/2016 2:28 PM

2

TCA & LOTS also.

10/1/2016 3:49 PM

2/2

